
Over the Moon        By Olesya Kharkova 

Materials Used:-

 Chameleon Color 
Tones Deluxe Set; Bark (BR5), Hot Cocoa (BR2), Chameleon detail pen, white card base, piece 
of white cardstock, white gel pen, Altenew To the Moon stamp set, Penny Black Nine Lives 
stamp set, Antique Linen distress ink, Frayed Burlap distress ink, Walnut Stain distress ink, 
Peacock Feathers distress ink, Chipped Sapphire distress ink, Memento Tuxedo Black ink, 
sequins, Ranger Watering Can archival ink. 

Instructions:- 

1. Using Memento Tuxedo Black ink stamp the cat image on 
the front panel that is slightly smaller than a card base and 
draw the roof with a pencil. 



2. Make a mask for a cat using printer paper. 
Stamp the layering moon stamp on top of the 
cat. Outline the roof with Detail pen and cut the 
images with the roof, moon and the cat apart 
from the sky. It will be two separate parts. 

3. Use  Antique Linen, Peacock Feathers and 
Chipped Sapphire distress inks to create a night 
sky. Move the sponge on the ink blending tool in 
circular motions to blend the colors together 
without strict lines. 

4. Use Antique Linen, Frayed Burlap and 
Walnut Stain distress inks to color the roof. For 
the cat use the Bark pen (bullet nib) infused for 
7 seconds to color the top part of the back. 
Blend the previous color with the Hot Cocoa 
pen (bullet nib) infused for 2 seconds, then use 
the Fawn pen (bullet nib) infused for 2 seconds 
to blend the previous color. Outline the top part 
of the cat with a white gel pen. 

5. Adhere the sky part directly to the card base and the bottom 
part with the roof with some foam tape to make it dimensional. 



6. Stamp the sentiment using black ink. 

7. Embellish the card with some clear sequins. 

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com,  
on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and  
on Olesya’s blog http://as-if- by-magic- ivy.blogspot.ru/


